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The presented thesis “Art Creates Reality (Reflections
of Art in 1930s and 1940s in the Texts of Jindřich
Chalupecký)” tries to outline resources of Chalupecký’s
programmatic articles and essays mainly from the turn of
30s and 40s of the 20th century. It builds on a hypothesis
that Chalupecký’s programmatic activity culminating at the
beginning of 1940s (in particular the article “World we
live in” of 1940) is unthinkable partly without – in a
context of modern avant-garde criticism of 1930s – specific
understanding and rethinking of a French surrealism, partly
without searching for own theoretical approach. This
approach was mainly based on a critical reception of the
avant-garde art and was enriched with impulsions concerning
particularly an effort to reassess and newly define
notions, crucial ones for Chalupecký, as art, reality,
realism or myth in terms of their relation to life. The
thesis should emphasize specifics of Chalupecký’s effort to
newly define a meaning of modern art in relation to society
at that time, which was demonstrated by so called turn to
reality or to “world we live in” and by proclamation of
“mythology of modern human being” need at the beginning of
1940s. In Chalupecký’s considerations this need resulted in
the concept of “new realism” in the second half of 1940s.
